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ABSTRACT
This is a study of how the selection of raw material and sawing methods affects the
magnitude of bow, spring and twist as well as the yield of accepted wall studs when
graded with respect to straightness. The focus was on the relation between compression
wood in butt logs of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) and the straightness of wall
studs, in order to improve the sawmills ability to satisfy the customer demands by
straighter sawn products. The following aspects of compression wood in the production
process were examined:

• How logs can be pregraded with respect to features related to compression
wood: log sweep and visible compression wood in the butt end of the log.

• How green planks can be graded with respect to the amount of visible
compression wood.

• The impact of when, before or after drying, a piece of wood finally is resawn
into wall studs and how compression wood affects the outcome of the chosen
method.

• How the symmetry of the resawing pattern affects the magnitude of warp.

A total of 90 logs with a top diameter of 19-21 cm were square sawn to centre planks
of the dimensions 50 x 150 mm. One half of the logs were resawn to the final stud
dimension before drying, while the other half were resawn after drying. Three different
wall stud dimensions were sawn: 176 of the nominal dimensions 50 x 75 mm and 92
studs each of the dimensions 50 x 50 mm and 50 x 100 mm.

The results showed that the yield of accepted wall studs could be affected by the
pregrading of sawlogs and planks. A measurable log sweep ≥ 1 cm is an indication of a
decreased yield, and logs showing sweeps ≥ 4 cm should be avoided in the production of
wall studs. Regarding compression wood visible on logs, smaller amounts up to
approximately 40 cm2 can be acceptable, while logs with amounts exceeding 100 cm2

should be avoided. Still, high log quality (no measurable log sweep and very little visible
compression wood) does not guarantee a high yield of accepted studs. Approximately one
fifth of such logs can be expected to give a yield of ≤ 1 accepted wall stud out of 4
possible, as in this study.
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In the grading of green planks the tendency is that the less compression wood visible,
the higher the yield of accepted wall studs that can be expected. However, up to
approximately 10% visible compression wood can be accepted without any tendency
towards decreased yield, while amounts ≥ 33% show a considerable reduction in the yield
of accepted studs.

As to sawing methods, the method of resawing dried planks into wall studs showed
greater sensitivity to the amount of compression wood than did the method of resawing
green planks. If a large amount of compression wood is present, the plank should be
resawn to wall studs before drying. Planks with small amounts of compression wood,
however, give a higher yield of accepted wall studs if they are resawn when dried.

It can be concluded that the symmetry of the resawing pattern does not affect the yield
of accepted wall studs. No differences in magnitude of warp could be proven to exist
between the three dimensions compared.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This study is an investigation of what sawmills can do to lower the risk of producing wall
studs with excessive warp, foremost due to compression wood in butt logs of Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst). It is a matter of satisfying the customer by delivering a
better product and of improving the quality of the sawmilling process by avoiding raw
material that would result in large amounts of rejected products being sawn. In other
words, this study investigates what can be done at the sawmill to establish a win-win
concept: greater customer satisfaction and decreased costs for poor quality by avoiding
products that do not meet customer tolerances.

1.1 The impetus for this study
This study is an investigation into the possibility of producing wall studs with lower
magnitudes of warp by an adaptation of the grading of logs and planks and of resawing
methods. The reason for doing this is the building trade’s increasing demands for
improved quality and function of all components involved in the process of building. As
in all other businesses, an overriding goal is to decrease the cost of production. One way
of doing so is to do everything faster than before. The construction trade is no exception;
here the competitive edge is the ability to build houses faster.

As a consequence, the work done at a construction site increasingly consists of the
assembly of prefinished components. The old-time carpenter is on the way to becoming
an assembler that has no time to choose and adapt an imperfect piece of wood to function
acceptably as a stud in a wall. Today's requirement is that the wall stud the assembler lays
his hand on should fit without adjustment at the intended location and be so straight that
the wall will be plane. Demands on function have thus increased, and one important
function of studs is their degree of straightness (Johansson et al. 1994). Individual
adjustment of studs in order to make a proper wall is no longer acceptable. The sawmill
industry has not been able to fulfil the functional demands for straightness building
constructors require at the prices they are prepared to pay. Consequently, wooden wall
studs have been losing market shares, mainly to studs of steel. In order to not entirely lose
this market, the sawmills must guarantee the functionality of the wall studs. This means
meeting demands for straightness, correct dimensions, correct moisture content, correct
length, timely delivery and not least prices the builder can't resist. An effect of such
guarantees will be an increase in the number of pieces of wood rejected for not meeting
the demands for straightness of a wall stud. This will be costly in many respects;
utilisation of the raw material as well as utilisation of capacity will be decreased. To put it
briefly, the cost of poor quality will increase. Therefore sawmills should be interested in
reducing the amount of studs rejected due to excessive warp. In this study, two aspects of
such possible reductions were investigated. One aspect is the possibility of selecting raw
material better suited to the demands placed on the final product, and the other is the
impact of different methods of sawing logs on efforts to minimise the warp of the studs.
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1.2 Causes of warp
There are many reasons why a piece of wood becomes deformed. The origin of warp can
both be found in anatomy of the wood as well in outer reasons as bad sawing equipment
and drying routines. In the latter case to few stickers, a not perfectly plane bedding for the
drying packages in the kilns, too low loading weight during drying, moisture content of
the dried product etc. Regarding warp explained by the anatomy of wood two major
causes could be identified, direction of grain in relation to the sawn product and
differences in shrinking/swelling properties between different types of wood or
combinations of these two. Examples of features are: Juvenile wood, which shows a
different, shrinking behaviour than normal wood. The knots, the larger the knot become
the larger the risk of warp is, due to both disturbances in grain and presence of
compression wood. A top-rupture is the most extreme case of a bad knot structure. Curly
grain and spiral grain, which show a direction of the wooden cell, which is not parallel to
the shape of the plank. However, there are two properties that are responsible for a very
large part of the degradation: spiral grain and compression wood. Spiral grain, the angle
between wood cells and the log’s longitudinal axis, correlates to the magnitude of twist in
the sawn product: the greater the angle, the larger the twist (Tshaye & Walker 1995). One
of the common causes of excessive bow and spring in Norway spruce is the occurrence of
compression wood (Öhman 1998). Thus this study therefore focuses primarily on the
impact of compression wood, and foremost compression wood not related to knots.

The differences in swelling and shrinking properties between normal and compression
wood contribute to the occurrence of bow and/or spring.  On the whole, though, the
volume shrinkage in compression wood is less than or equal to that of normal wood. If
the impact of specific gravity is eliminated, compression wood shrinks up to 2.5 times
less than normal wood, a difference rather constant over a large number of coniferous
species (Verall 1928, Perem 1960). However, the proportions between the longitudinal,
radial and tangential shrinkage are different. Visible compression wood displays a
considerably larger degree of longitudinal shrinkage or swelling than normal wood with
the same change of moisture content and consequently smaller shrinkage in the other two
directions. Studies done on Norway spruce showed a 5 to 11 times higher longitudinal
shrinkage for compression wood than for normal wood (Rak 1957, Ollinmaa 1959). The
large difference might be caused by differences in the severity of the compression wood.
Boutelje (1966, 1972) showed a longitudinal shrinkage of 6% for compression wood
taken from Norway spruce branches. Normal wood shows a normal longitudinal
shrinkage of 0.1 to 0.3% for a moisture content change between fibre saturation and oven
dry. Approximately the same rates are found for swelling. Studies have shown that
compression wood in Norway spruce swells up to 10 times more than normal wood when
remoisturized (Schultz and Bellman 1982; Schultz et al. 1984).

It is the large differences in shrinkage/swelling properties between the two wood types
during changes in moisture content that result in large stresses within the wood, green as
well as dried.  When the log is sawn the equilibrium of forces acting on the material is
disturbed. The remaining residual forces in each new piece of wood must come into
balance and one way to reach balance is through deformation (Watanabe 1965,
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Alhasani 1999). This can be seen even during sawing; compression wood present in a
piece of wood can be recognised by the shape of the piece, which clearly differs from the
shape attained when only normal wood is present (Jacobs 1965, Öhman 1999).

During the drying process the water molecules are removed from the micro-fibril
structure in the cell wall. The material shrinks, and this results in a change in the
equilibrium of forces. When green, in the trunk as well as in the sawn product,
compression wood causes a tensile stress on the surrounding normal wood, and during
drying this effect changes to a compressive stress. The piece of wood must always
establish equilibrium of all external and internal forces acting on the material, and the
deformation that occurs is only one of several possible ways to establish this equilibrium.
This means that each piece of wood is continually re-establishing equilibrium of force as
a response to changing conditions such as temperature, external loading, alteration of
geometry, changes in moisture content, chemical and biological effects etc. One of the
largest changes of conditions is the process of drying from green to lower moisture
contents. The decrease of moisture content combined with heat and external loading can
cause a severe deformation of the piece of wood.

The degree of deformation, or warp, is dependent on the size and distribution of local
stress gradients. If compression wood is present along with normal wood in the piece of
wood, larger stress gradients will be acting on the material than if only one wood type is
present. A study made by duToit (1963) showed that planks with an amount of 40% to
70% compression wood had the largest magnitudes of warp, though the location of
compression wood was not regarded.

The amount of compression wood visible on the surface of a plank is, however, a poor
indicator of the amount of warp likely to be present when dried. The amount of
compression wood can only be used as an indicator of the risk of a large warp
(Warensjö et al. 1998, Öhman 1998). To be able to predict the type and magnitude of
warp, the distribution, amount and severity of compression wood in each part of the piece
of wood must be described. Pillow and Luxford (1937) reported a relation between the
location of the compression wood and the warp of the piece of wood. This can be
explained by how symmetrical the distribution of compression wood is. If the
compression wood is symmetrically distributed, the forces are symmetrical as well, and
no deformation of the piece of wood is needed to establish a force equilibrium. But if the
compression wood is asymmetrically distributed, as Pillow and Luxford observed, the
piece of wood is forced to warp in order to establish equilibrium (Figure 1). To predict a
warp from the amount, distribution and severity of compression wood together with all
other wood features that cause warp, numerous calculations are needed. Still, in the
beginning of the year 2001 many problems remain to be solved before a good prediction
can be made. Ormarsson (1999) has, however, shown some promising progress in
predicting the deformation of planks by using finite element modelling.
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End Views Face Views

Figure 1: Distribution of compression wood, symmetric and asymmetric, within pieces of wood
and possible deformations caused by difference in longitudinal shrinkage. Dark areas
denote compression wood.

1.3  Production of wall studs
A large number of wall studs are sawn from sawlogs of relatively small diameters. These
studs are mostly of the dimensions 45 x 95 mm or wider and furthermore have a
symmetrical structure and centred pith. Another common method of producing wall studs,
which this study is focused on, is to resaw dried planks to more slender studs with widths
≤ 100 mm.

By the latter method the equilibrium of forces established during drying in the original
piece is dramatically changed. Each new piece of wood must establish its own
equilibrium by deformation as a response to the residual stresses still acting on the
material. The deformation of the resawn wall stud is not only caused by the residual
stresses from the plank caused by compression wood. With traditional drying, a moisture
gradient can be expected in a dried plank, where the inner parts most often show slightly
higher moisture contents than the outer (see A in figure 2). When resawn, each new piece
of wood will have an asymmetrical moisture gradient (see B in figure 2). The resawn face
will in time reach the same moisture content as the other faces of the piece of wood
(C in figure 2). Since the surfaces will shrink/swell differently, due to differences in
moisture content, when a new equilibrium with the surrounding humidity is established,
an asymmetrical force will occur which most probably will warp the piece of wood. If
compression wood is present the change in shape will be more pronounced.
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Moisture Gradients

A B C

Saw Kerf

Figure 2: The change of the moisture gradient in a piece of wood, from being symmetrical when
dried, A, to asymmetrical when resawn, B, to symmetrical when the resawn surface has
established a moisture equilibrium with the surrounding humidity, C.  A plausible
deformation of the stud when the moisture content once again is symmetrical is shown
in C, as well.
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2 OBJECTIVES
In order to improve the straightness of studs, asymmetrical stress gradients must be
avoided. Two causes of such stress gradients are the presence and distribution of
compression wood and moisture gradients. Since these two gradients are difficult to
measure on-line and evaluate today (2001) in an ordinary sawmill, it is important to find
methods for decreasing the risk of large deformations. The focus of this study was to
evaluate the possibilities of decreasing the magnitude of warp and increasing the yield of
accepted studs, resawn from planks originated from butt-logs showing an increased
amount of compression wood.
Four different aspects were studied:

• Improvements by an adapted log grading, primarily grading with respect to
magnitude of log sweep and visible compression wood in the butt end of the
log.

• Improvements by grading the planks by the amount of visible compression
wood.

• Improvements by resawing methods. Wall studs resawn out of dried planks
were compared to studs sawn to the final dimension before drying.

• Symmetry of the resawing pattern. The warp of studs from planks resawn
symmetrically was compared to that of studs asymmetrically resawn.

The first two aspects, adapted log grading and grading of planks by the amount of
compression wood, focused on how much of each feature can be accepted before the
yield of accepted wall studs decreases too much. The comparison of the resawing
methods is based on the hypothesis that the less the established equilibrium of forces is
disturbed after drying, the better. It is expected that the more equal the local amounts of
compression wood and normal wood is, the larger internal forces acting on the material
will be. The purpose of the fourth aspect is to evaluate if differences can be seen between
how symmetrically the planks are resawn to wall studs.
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selection of saw logs: The study was based on 90 butt logs of Norway spruce
(Picea abies (L.) Karst) with a top diameter in the range from 19 cm to 21 cm. The logs
included in this study were selected to correspond to one of totally five different classes,
denoted as five-grade, according to the amount of visible compression wood in the logs’
butt ends and the magnitude of log sweep, according to the criteria's shown in figure 3.

Please observe that the logs were selected by the objective of studying the relation
between compression wood in butt-logs and the straightness of sawn wall studs. Thereby
a considerably higher amount of compression wood was shown in this material than in
the normal frequency of compression wood.

The amount of visible compression wood in the butt end, in cm2, and the magnitude of
sweep, in cm, were estimated on each log. The measuring of log sweep and compression
wood were done according to the definitions in the regulations, For the piece by piece
measurement of coniferous sawlogs of the Swedish Timber Measuring Council (VMR),
(Anon 1997a).  Magnitude of sweep is the largest distance found from a straight line
through the end centres of the logs to the centre of the log (Figure 4). The measurement
of the amount of compression wood, however, is defined differently in this study,
compared to the regulations of VMR. In figure 5 the butt end of a log is shown. The dark
area represents compression wood. In this study, the whole area, A + B, was regarded and
expressed in cm2. In the regulations of VMR only area A is regarded and expressed as a
percentage of a circle defined as the top diameter of the log minus 1 cm
(circle C in figure 5).
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Figure 3 Grouping in 5 different classes by the features log sweep, butt-end compression
wood, CW, and by method of resawing the wall studs, Dry and Green.

Resawn
DRY

45 Butt Logs

Log Grade 3-
22 Butt Logs

CW  > 50 cm2

Mean Log Sweep

2.9 cm

Norway
spruce
90 Butt Logs

of Various Qualities

Log Grade 1
17 Butt Logs

CW < 10 cm2

Mean log

Sweep 0.2 cm

Log Grade 2+
20 Butt Logs

CW  10 to 55 cm2

Mean Log Sweep

0.3 cm

Log Grade 2-
15 Butt Logs

CW  10 to 55 cm2

Mean Log Sweep

1.3 cm

Log Grade 3+
16 Butt Logs

CW  > 50 cm2

Mean Log Sweep

0.5 cm

Resawn
GREEN"

45 Butt Logs

10
7

7
12 9

8 9
9

118
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Figure 4: The log sweep is defined as the largest distance between the centre of the log and a
straight line through the centres of the two ends of the log. Expressed in cm.

Figure 5: Measuring of the amount of compression wood visible in the butt end of the log. A and
B represent the area of compression wood, C represents a cylinder with the diameter
equal to the log’s top diameter minus 10 mm. In this study the amount of compression
wood, A and B, was manually estimated and expressed in cm2.

A general quality grading of the logs according to VMR's measuring regulations was
done as well (Anon 1997a). The quality grading by the method of VMR resulted in 51
logs of the quality grade 3, denoted as III in the report, and 39 logs of the quality grade 4,
denoted as IV (Figure 9). The logs in grade IV were primarily degraded because of
excessive visible compression wood and log sweep.
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Sawing: The logs were curve-sawn up to 1.75 cm/m, using the pattern shown in figure 6,
to two centre planks of the nominal dimensions 50 x 150 mm. The planks were then
resawn into 2 wall studs each. 45 logs were sawn into studs before drying and the
remaining 45 were resawn into wall studs after drying (figure 6).

Of these 180 planks, 88 were symmetrically resawn into 176 studs of the nominal
dimensions 50 x 75 mm and 92 planks were asymmetrically resawn to the nominal stud
dimensions 50 x 50 mm and 50 x 100 mm (figure 6). In an ordinary situation, the wall
studs would have been planed to a dimension 5 mm smaller than the nominal dimension
shown above. In this study, however, no such planning was done.

The observant reader will notice that studs are missing in the results compared to the
number of studs sawn. This lack of observations was caused by losses in process from the
manually measuring of both warp and amount of compression wood. One wall stud was
lost during the measuring of warp. Totally 8 studs were missed when the compression
wood was measured, e.g. if one wall stud was missed during the estimation of
compression wood, the plank or the whole log was excluded from the specific
comparison.

Logs Curve-Sawn ,
1.75cm/m,

to two Center Boards

50 by 150 mm

90 Butt Logs of
Norway spruce,

top-diameter
19-21 cm

Asymmetric Resawn Studs
50by 50 and 50 by 100 mm,

92 studs each

176 Symmetric Resawn Studs

50 by 75 mm,

Figure 6: Schematic picture of how the logs were sawn into planks and then resawn to three
different dimensions of wall studs.

Drying: Planks and studs were stacked in a 6 m long drying package with 9 stickers per
layer. They were dried to a moisture content of 16% by a regime of a wet-bulb
temperature of 55°C and a dry-bulb temperature of 58°C in the first phase of the drying
process and increased to 67°C in the second phase. No artificial conditioning of the sawn
products were done.

During the drying process the planks and studs were loaded with a weight of two
drying packages. In order to follow normal production procedure, the dried planks and
studs were stored outdoors, covered, for more than a month. Then the planks were resawn
into studs, and magnitude of bow, spring and twist were measured.
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Warp: The wall studs were then graded with respect to observed straightness by the
grading rules for wall studs suggested by Johansson et al. (1993). In order to fulfil
building contractors’ requirements for straightness, the maximum acceptable magnitude
of bow is 6 mm, of spring 4 mm and of twist 4% of the width or at least 5 mm, measured
over a length of 3 m (Figure 7). The nominal dimensions of the studs have been used in
this report. Please observe that the actual width of the wall studs was approximately
2 mm less than the nominal width after the resawing operation.

Figure 7: Principles of measuring the magnitude of warp. Bow (top) and spring (middle) is the
distance between the plane through the ends of the plank and the plank. The magnitude
of twist (bottom) is the distance between the plane through three of the planks corners
and the fourth corner. Expressed in mm and measured over a length of 3 m.

Compression wood in sawn products: In this study compression wood is regarded as
present in significant amounts when 50% or more of the annual ring shows the
characteristic dark red colour typical of compression wood in combination with increased
annual ring width. It should be emphasised that the estimation of compression wood done
in this study is only an estimation of visible compression wood on the faces of the studs.

A visual estimation of the amount of compression wood was done on studs of the
dimensions 50 x 75 mm, a total of 168 studs from 44 logs. Each stud was divided into
180 zones. The two edges of the stud form one 50 mm wide zone each. The inside and the
outside faces of the stud are divided into two zones each. The length of all zones is
100 mm (figure 8).

The amount of compression wood in each zone was visually estimated and
expressed in one of 4 different classes. If no compression wood was observable in the
zone, the zone was given the index 0. If less than one third of the zone area was
recognised as compression wood, the zone was given the index 1. If more than one third
but less than two thirds of the area was recognised as compression wood, the zone was
given the index 2. Finally, if more than two thirds was recognised as compression wood,
the zone was given the index 3. The amount of compression wood in a stud was then
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expressed as the sum of the zone indexes, denoted as CW units. If the whole stud were to
consist of only compression wood, the observed amount of compression wood would be
540 CW units (3x180).  In figure 8 an example of how the stud was divided into zones is
shown. Two sides are shown. No visible compression wood can be seen in zones A and
B, and these zones are therefore each given the index 0. In zone C, however, compression
wood can be seen, exemplified as extremely thick lines, and covers between 1/3 and 2/3
of the zone’s total area and is thus given the index 2.

Zone A
Zone B

Zone C

Figure 8: The principle for the measurement of compression wood on the surface of the studs of
the dimensions 50 x 75 mm. Each stud was divided into 180 zones. The two faces were
divided into two zones, A and B, approximately 37.5 x 100 mm each, while the edges,
C, are one 50 x 100 mm zone each, making for a total of 180 zones. The amount of
compression wood was manually estimated for each zone and expressed in 4 grades, no
compression wood, < 1/3, ≥ 13 and < 2/3 and ≥ 2/3.

Evaluation of results: The results are based to a large degree on statistical
comparisons of observed differences between different groupings made on the material.
The definition of each grouping and the results of the groupings can be found in appendix
A to D. When differences in observed mean value of the groups are compared,
Tukey-Kramer’s Honestly Significant Test is the principal method used. In those cases
where a frequency distribution was compared, for instance when differences in levels of
acceptable studs were compared between different groupings, a Chi2 test was used.
Depending on the number of degrees of freedom, either Fisher's Exact Chi2 test or
Pearson’s Chi2 test was used. When the differences in magnitude of warp between the
two asymmetrically resawn studs from the same plank are compared, a paired Student's
t-test was used when the assumption of a normal distribution was proven, and if not, a
Signed-Rank test was used. All comparisons were done at a level of significance, or alpha
level, of 0.05. All statistical analyses were done with the aid of the software program
JMP, a product from SAS Institute Inc. (Anon 1994).
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study is highly focused on compression wood and the warp of one specific product,
wall studs resawn out of planks originated from butt logs and the warp of the wall studs.

4.1 Summery of results
The most important findings of the study are shown below. Detailed results of the study
are presented in Appendices A to D.
Summary of Appendix A, Why the wall studs were degraded:

• No difference between the two resawing methods, Dry and Green, regarding the
yield of accepted studs could be shown.

• Excessive spring was the largest cause of degradation, no matter the resawing
method used. Only a minor difference in the number of studs degraded due to
spring could be shown between the resawing methods. Studs resawn green showed
a larger degradation due to twist and a lower degradation due to bow than studs
resawn dried did.

• Studs degraded due to bow and spring showed considerably higher amounts of
compression wood than accepted studs and studs degraded only due to twist did.

• The larger the log sweep and/or amount of compression wood, the larger the risk is
of degradation due to excessive bow and spring, regardless of resawing method.

Summary of Appendix B, The impact of log features and resawing methods on the yield
of accepted wall studs:

• The log-grading method of VMR can be used for separating logs suitable for wall
stud production from those that are not. Logs of quality grade 3 give a considerably
higher yield of accepted wall studs than logs of quality grade 4.

• The tolerances of acceptable log sweep and amount of compression wood visible in
the butt end of the log in the regulations of VMR can be adjusted to be more
efficient than the regulations of today in identifying logs that will give both
acceptable yields and extremely poor yields.

• If possible, only logs showing no measurable log sweep should be resawn into wall
studs.

• Minor amounts of compression wood can be accepted in sawlogs. An amount up to
40 cm2 did not affect the yield of accepted wall studs.
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• The choice of resawing method, dry or green, does not affect the yield of accepted
wall studs from sawlogs of good quality.

• Among the high quality sawlogs showing either no compression wood or no log
sweep, only 35% yielded 4 accepted wall studs out of 4 possible.

Summary of Appendix C, Relationship between the amount of compression wood in sawn
products and the magnitude of warp:

• Only planks showing low amounts of compression wood, up to 10%, are suitable
for wall stud production and should be resawn when dried to achieve highest
possible yield of accepted wall studs.

• Planks showing high amounts of compression wood (>50%) are not suitable for
wall stud production no matter what resawing method is used. However,
considerably fewer studs resawn dry were accepted than resawn green, 18%,
compared to 35%.

Summary of Appendix D, Comparison of differences in the yield of accepted studs for
different resawing patterns:

• The quality of the sawlog had a greater impact on the magnitude of warp than did
the symmetry of the resawing pattern. No differences in the yield of accepted studs
were found between studs asymmetrically and studs symmetrically resawn out of
planks originating from the same log quality.

• In a pairwise comparison of the warp of the two studs from asymmetrically resawn
planks showed: No differences in magnitude of bow, the narrower dimension
showed on average a significantly larger magnitude of spring, while the wider studs
tended to have a larger magnitude of twist.
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4.2 Why the wall studs were degraded
According to Johansson et al. (1993) the building contractors finds wall studs with a bow
larger than 6 mm, a spring larger than 4 mm or a twist larger than 5 mm measured over a
length of 3 m unacceptable in wall construction. These requirements result in spring
being the largest cause of degradation due to excessive warp in this study, (figure 9).

0

2 0

4 0

6 0

8 0

100

Bow/totally Bow/only Spring/totally Spring/only Twist/totally Twist/only

Green

Dry

Figure 9: Percentage of degraded wall studs for each type of warp and resawing method, Dry or
Green. Totally denotes studs degradable for the specific types of warp as one of many
and only denotes studs degraded due to the specific warp only. All values in percentage
of the total number of rejected wall studs.

The amount of compression wood observed in the studs rejected only because of
excessive spring or bow was 1.6 times larger than in the accepted studs. Wall studs
rejected both for excessive bow and spring showed a mean amount of compression wood
twice as high as the accepted studs. The accepted studs and those rejected only because of
twist did not show any differences in the mean amount of compression wood. It can be
concluded that compression wood is a cause of bow and spring and that the risk of
rejection increases with increasing amount of compression wood within the piece of
wood.
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4.3 Log features
A purpose-driven selection of sawlogs can improve the yield of studs meeting the
building constructors requirements for straightness. The magnitude of log sweep and the
amount of compression wood in the log’s butt end can be used in order to predict the risk
of excessive deformation in the wall studs cut from the log. The magnitude of log sweep
is, however, the better indicator of the two log features studied. A notable decrease in the
amount of accepted studs could be shown as soon as a log sweep, ≥ 1 cm could be
observed, while a minor amount of compression wood, up to 35 to 40 cm2, approximately
10% to 15% of the top-end area, could be present before the yield decreased. A
comparison of very large log sweeps, ≥ 4 cm, and high amounts of compression wood,
> 33%, shows the same trend; logs with large log sweeps gave the poorer yield of
accepted studs.

A straight log of good quality has the best chances of giving a high yield of acceptable
wall studs.  Approximately two thirds of the studs from these high quality logs were
accepted. Among these high quality logs, spring was the greatest cause of degradation.
The lower the observed log quality was, the more dominant was spring as the single most
common cause of degradation.

If the results were expressed as a yield per log of accepted studs, it could be noted that
only 35% of the high quality logs, with no sweep and no compression wood, gave a yield
of 4 out of 4 possible accepted studs, while 20% yielded ≤ 1 accepted stud. Among logs
showing a large sweep, ≥ 3 cm or 1% of the log length, no logs gave 4 accepted studs,
while 64% of the logs gave ≤ 1 accepted stud, Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Yield per log of wall studs graded with respect to straightness, expressed as
percentage of logs giving 4 out of 4 possible studs, "4", 2 or 3 out of 4, "2-3" and 0
or 1 out of 4, "0-1", for each grade in the five-grade classification.
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In this study two methods of classifying logs by their features were compared. A
general quality grading of the sawlogs was done in accordance with the VMR, where the
logs were classified as grade 3 or grade 4, (Figure 11). Using the five-grade method, a
division of the logs into 5 grades more focused on the observed magnitude of log sweep
and the amount of compression wood within the butt end of the log was done,
(Figure 12). The results showed the possibility of both methods for increasing the yield of
accepted studs by preventing sawlogs of poorer quality from being used in the production
of wall studs, as compared to no pregrading at all. The five-grade method was found to be
more efficient in identifying logs that will give a poor yield of accepted studs, but
resulted in the same yield as VMR for high quality logs, compare figure 11 and 12.

Resawn to
Wall Studs

when;

90 Butt Logs
of Noway spruce

Graded by the VMR
 Regulation

Quality Grade
III

51 39
Quality Grade

IV

27 24 18 21

Bow:

Spring:
Twist:

3.4 mm
3.6 mm

1.0 mm

2.7 mm

3.3 mm
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6.6 mm
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1.4 mm

3.8 mm
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1.7 mm

107 Studs

67% Accepted

96 Studs

61% Accepted

72 Studs

31% Accepted

84 Studs

45% Accepted

Dried Green Dried Green

Figure 11: Schematic picture of the distribution of the logs in VMR quality grades 3 and 4 and
the method of resawing into studs, resawn green and resawn dry. The number of
logs and studs in each group is shown, as well as some results such as yield of
accepted studs and the mean warp of each group.
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Figure 12 Sawlogs divided into 5 classes according to amount of compression wood and
magnitude of log sweep. The number of logs and studs per log grade and resawing
method, dry or green, is shown, as well as the mean magnitudes of bow, spring and
twist for each group. The yield of accepted studs is shown for 3 groups, group 1, 2+
and 3+ are united into the new group 123+, while the groups 2- and 3- are
untouched.
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4.4 Compression wood in planks and resawing method
If the goal is to achieve highest possible amount of accepted studs, only planks free from
compression wood should be resawn. If the differences caused by resawing method were
disregarded, the planks with less than 12% compression wood gave on average a yield of
77%. Among studs resawn from planks with an amount of visible compression wood
exceeding 50%, on average only 26% were accepted. The remaining planks gave on
average a yield of 59%. The differences between the resawing methods were not
statistically significant in any comparison. A general tendency could be noticed in the
results of a relation between amount of compression wood and the choice of resawing
method. For planks showing low amounts of compression wood the method of resawing
dry tends to be more beneficial, (p=0.23). This tendency changes in favour of the
resawing green method when the amount of compression wood increases, (p=0.30 for
planks showing more than 50%). For planks with an amount of compression wood in
between these two levels, no difference in the yield of accepted studs was found
(Figure 13).

The magnitudes of bow and spring increased with increasing amounts of compression
wood and were affected by the choice of resawing method. The studs in these
comparisons were divided into 3 groups according to the amount of compression wood in
the planks: CW-Low < 12%, CW-Medium 12% to 50% and CW-High > 50%. The
observed mean magnitude of bow was lower for studs resawn green than for studs resawn
dry, a difference that increased with increasing amounts of compression wood. Compared
to the largest acceptable bow of 6 mm, suggested by Johansson et al. (1993), the smallest
margin between the mean bow and the tolerance was found for studs resawn dry from
planks with large amounts of compression wood. Regarding spring, the tolerance is
closer; only a spring ≤ 4 mm is accepted. This resulted in all groups, except studs resawn
dry from CW-group low, having mean values dangerously close to 4 mm and exceeding
this value when the amount of compression wood was > 50%. The observed mean values
of twist were had a good margin to the tolerance of 5 mm (Figure 13).

Comparing the two resawing methods, the resaw dry method tends to be more
sensitive to the amount of compression wood than the resaw green method. This can be
seen in figure 11 in the development of bow and spring. By way of contrast, the
magnitudes of twist were not affected by the amount of compression wood at all.

Spring was the single most common cause of degradation among these wall studs in
all classes. Among the studs resawn dry in CW group Low, spring was the only cause of
rejection, and among the studs resawn green, as many studs were rejected due to spring as
to bow and twist together. With increasing amounts of compression wood, spring
strengthens its position as the major cause of degradation. There was no difference in the
yield of accepted wall studs when only spring was regarded for amounts of compression
wood > 12%. The differences in the total yield of accepted studs between the two
resawing methods shown in table 11 were mainly a consequence of differences in bow.
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Figure 13 Schematic picture of how the planks were divided into three groups according to
amount of compression wood and resawing method. Some results, such as
number of planks, number of studs, mean warp, bow, spring and twist, and yield
of accepted wall studs, are shown as well.
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An asymmetrical or symmetrical resawing of the planks did not affect the yield of
acceptable studs to any great extent. There was in this study, however, a tendency for an
asymmetrical pattern to be preferable when planks from high quality logs were resawn to
studs. For logs of the lower quality the converse was true: a symmetrical resawing gave
the higher yield. However, the observed differences were not of such magnitude as to be
statistically significant.

If the two asymmetrically resawn studs from the same plank were compared, the
narrower studs showed a slightly larger mean warp throughout the comparison. But in
only one case was the difference large enough to be statistically significant: this
difference was found in the degree of twist on studs from logs of good quality. The
narrower stud of the dimensions 50 x 50 mm showed in this study a mean twist that was
0.37 mm to 1.47 mm larger than the stud of the dimensions 50 x 100 mm from the same
plank. These results regarding twist were though only valid if the twist was expressed in
mm only. If the magnitude of twist was expressed as an angle the opposite was found to
be true, the narrower stud 50 x50 mm showed the larger twist in average 0.5 degree,
significant at an alpha-level of 0.10.

4.7 Best possible yield
The findings of the study indicate that the highest possible yield of accepted wall studs
can be achieved if an adapted grading of both the logs and the sawn planks is done for the
purpose of minimising the warp of the studs.

In general, only dried planks from straight logs free of compression wood should be
used in the production of wall studs. This conclusion might be difficult to follow in
reality. The study shows, however, that the straighter the log, the higher the yield that can
be expected. A considerable decrease of accepted studs was shown as soon as a
measurable log sweep could be observed. The amount of compression wood on the
planks from straight logs had a minor impact on the yield; the lower the amount of
compression wood, the better the yield. The highest yield was found for planks with less
than 12% compression wood, resawn when dried. Using this strategy, a yield 9 accepted
studs out of 10 possible could be obtained from planks with a minor amount of
compression wood, 10%-15%. If higher amounts of compression wood are accepted, the
yield decreases. When as much as 33% compression wood was present, 8 out of 10 studs
were accepted. If no grading regarding the amount of compression wood of the planks is
done and only logs showing no sweep are used in the production of wall studs, the total
yield can be expected to be lower. In this study, two thirds of the studs resawn from dried
planks were accepted.
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4.7 General comments
The objective of this study was to evaluate the possibility of improving the yield of sawn
wall studs meeting building contractors’ demands for straightness by:

• A grading of sawlogs adapted to the demands on the wall studs.

• A grading of planks by the amount of visible compression wood.

• An adapted resawing of the planks, before or after drying and by an asymmetric or
symmetric resawing pattern.

The grading of logs focused on two features that could be related to the amount of
compression wood within the log: the magnitude of log sweep and the amount of
compression wood visible in the butt end of the log.

All three aspects above were evaluated by regarding the magnitudes of the observed
warp and the yield of accepted wall studs when graded with respect to straightness.
In this study, the studs were graded with respect to straightness according to the
tolerances suggested by Johansson et al. (1993). These tolerances are based on the
building trade’s requirements for the function of the wall stud. The sawmill industry in
Sweden today more or less applies the grading regulations Nordic Timber, where
acceptable magnitudes of deformations are defined (Anon 1997b). The reason why these
regulations were not used in this study was the fact that they are too far from the
customers' demands on an acceptable deviation from straightness; too large magnitudes
are accepted. The sawmilling industry's traditional lack of focus on the satisfaction of
customers’ demands can be exemplified by the first paragraph in the introduction the of
Nordic Timber:

The GRADES listed in NORDIC TIMBER reflect qualities that
the forest sector produces on a sustained basis and which the
sawmills are able to continuously deliver to the markets.

In such a formulation there is no evident impulse to deliver the functions the
customers are asking for. The focus is rather on offering a standard product assortment
that doesn’t suit any buyer exactly. On the other hand, if the studs are graded according to
the standards suggested by Johansson et al. (1993) to meet the building constructor's
demands, a large amount of studs will be degraded due to excessive warp. An increase of
rejected end products is an unwanted and very costly problem to solve. This study
demonstrates the possibility of reducing the amount of rejected studs by an improved
pregrading of logs, and even of sawn products. Clearly, if the sawmills cannot deliver the
functions customers are asking for, in this case straight studs, the market share of wooden
wall studs is going to decrease further and perhaps disappear altogether. Ultimately, this
is a larger and more costly problem than increased grading efforts.
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The conclusion to be drawn from the results of the study is that the magnitude of bow
and spring increases with increasing amounts of compression wood. A quality grading of
timber according to VMR's grading rules can be used to reduce the number of rejected
studs if only logs of grade 3 are used. This is achieved by preventing the worst logs with
large log sweep, which is an indication of a large amount of compression wood, from
being resawn into wall studs. A further reduction is possible if pregrading become more
focused on detecting compression wood. The results of this study show that monitoring
the magnitude of log sweep and monitoring amount of compression wood visible on the
surface of the plank are two simple methods that can be used to improve the yield of
accepted studs. But only using the magnitude and amount of compression wood in the
pregrading process is not especially efficient. Grading based only on the amount of
compression wood will result in large variations of the observed magnitudes of bow and
spring. The variation, according to Deming (1986), is the root of all "evil", and the lack of
knowledge of how to control of the variation causes costs for poor quality. To further
decrease the variation, new methods for predicting the warp of the sawn products must be
developed. Methods capable of detecting the severity and distribution of compression
wood within the whole piece of wood are crucial to improving the identification of sawn
products that will have too large bow and spring. The sooner such predictions can be
made in the sawing process, the better.

An example of an improvement that can be achieved with only minor efforts in
research and development, is an improved measuring of the log sweep by regarding the
growth of the log sweep over the whole length and the magnitude. From this it would be
possible to improve the prediction of the amount and lengthwise distribution of
compression wood within the log. An even more accurate prediction of the amount and
distribution of compression wood can be made by measuring the magnitude and growth
of the green plank’s deformation (Öhman 1999). It has been shown by Nyström (1999)
that it is possible, as well, to detect compression wood on a fresh wood surface and
thereby to predict both the amount and the distribution.

The measurement of the amount of visible compression wood in the butt end of the
log does not improve grading results to any great extent compared to the magnitude of log
sweep. Measurement of the feature is done manually today with highly varying accuracy.
A freshly cut area is needed in order to achieve good accuracy in the manual estimation
of the amount of compression wood, and the older the surface is, the poorer the contrast
becomes between compression wood and normal wood. Automation of the measurement
is even more difficult in an on-line process for the same reason. The conclusion is that the
amount of compression wood visible in the butt end of the log is not worth the effort to
measure. This feature’s ability to indicate an increased risk of large deformations on the
sawn products is too poor compared to other features.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

• Pregrading of sawlogs with respect to magnitude of log sweep and amount of
visible compression wood increases the yield of accepted wall studs compared to
no pregrading at all. A measurable log sweep ≥ 1 cm is an indication of a decreased
yield, and logs with sweeps ≥ 4 cm should be avoided in the production of wall
studs. Regarding compression, wood smaller amounts, up to approximately 40 cm2,
can be acceptable, but logs with amounts exceeding 100 cm2 should be avoided.
Still, high log quality (no measurable log sweep and very little visible compression
wood) does not guarantee a high yield of accepted studs. Approximately one fifth
of these logs can be expected to give a yield of ≤ 1 accepted wall stud out of 4
possible, as in this study.

• Grading with respect to the amount of compression wood visible on a sawn product
can be used as an indicator of the risk of large deformations when the lumber is
dried. The less compression wood visible, the higher the yield of accepted wall
studs that can be expected. An amount up to approximately 10% can be accepted
without any tendency toward a decreased yield, while amounts ≥ 33% result in a
considerable reduction in the yield of accepted studs. To only use the amount of
compression wood as a grading criterion results in large variations of the observed
magnitudes of bow and spring. To reduce these variations, and the costs of poor
quality, the distribution and severity of the compression wood over the entire piece
of wood must be measured and evaluated, as well.

• The method of resawing dried planks to wall studs is more sensitive to the amount
of compression wood than is the method of resawing green. As the amount of
compression wood increases, the yield of accepted studs decreases more, and larger
magnitudes of bow and spring can be observed among the studs resawn dry. Planks
with small amounts of compression wood, however, give a higher yield of accepted
wall studs if they are resawn when dried. This difference is due solely to the
magnitude of spring. If a large amount of compression wood is present, the plank
should be resawn to wall studs before drying.

• How symmetrically a plank is resawn does not affect the yield of accepted wall
studs. No differences could be found between studs symmetrically resawn (2 studs
of the nominal dimensions 50 x 75 mm) and those which were asymmetrically
resawn (1 stud of the nominal dimensions 50 x 50 mm and 1 stud 50 x 100 mm)
out of planks of the nominal dimensions 50 x 150 mm from the centre of the log.
No systematic difference in magnitude of warp could be found between two wall
stud dimensions asymmetrically resawn from the same plank.
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APPENDIX A

Cause of degradation
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A.1 Purpose
The purposes of the comparisons made in this appendix are:

• To study what causes the degradation of wall studs; bow, spring or twist.

• To study the differences in log sweep and amount of compression wood in the butt
end of logs when grouped according to cause of degradation.

• To study differences in the amount of compression wood in wall studs grouped
according cause of degradation.

• To study the impact of dry and green resawing methods on the distribution of
degraded studs.

A.2 Major findings
The major findings of the comparison shown in this appendix are:

• Excessive spring was the largest cause of degradation, no matter which resawing
method was used. Only a minor difference in the number of studs degraded due to
spring could be shown between the two resawing methods. Studs resawn green
showed more degradation due to twist and less due to bow than studs resawn dried.

• The larger the log sweep and/or amount of compression wood, the larger the risk is
 of degradation due to excessive bow and spring, regardless of resawing method.

• Studs degraded due to bow and spring showed considerably higher amounts of
compression wood than accepted studs and studs degraded due only to twist.
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A.3 Results
In figure A.1 the distribution of the causes of degraded wall studs is shown for each
resawing method. The studs were grouped by cause of degradation, denoted as B for bow,
S for spring and T for twist, or a combination of these three letters if there was more than
one cause. That is, all studs which could be rejected because of both excessive bow and
excessive spring were denoted as BS, and so on.

A total of 359 wall studs were included study. Fifty-two percent of the studs resawn
dry and 54% of those resawn green were accepted. The difference in result between the
two methods was remarkably small. Larger differences were found when the causes of
degradation were compared.

A total of 80% of the degraded studs resawn dry and 75% of the degraded studs
resawn green could be degraded due to excessive spring. Excessive bow could be cited as
cause for degradation for 50% of the degraded studs resawn dry and for 25% of the
degraded studs resawn green. The lowest figures were shown for twist: the total rate for
the degraded studs resawn green was 26% and was 6% for degraded studs resawn dry.
Among the studs resawn green, 24% of the rejected studs could be degraded for more
than one type of warp. The corresponding value for studs resawn dry was 35%.

The results shown in figure A.1 are based on material of a lower mean quality than the
normal distribution of butt logs. This means that only the proportions between resawing
methods can be compared. The observed levels of accepted/rejected studs cannot be
regarded as normal proportions between the amounts of accepted and rejected studs.

In table A.1 to A.4 the results are shown for the relation between cause of degradation
and the log features sweep and compression wood, as well as the amount of compression
wood within the sawn products. In all four tables the number of observations was low for
the degradation categories ST, BST and BT, making these results less reliable than the
others.

Table A.1 shows how the log’s magnitude of log sweep varies between the different
categories of degradation. The differences shown were foremost a matter of a difference
between accepted studs and rejected studs. A large log sweep did not guarantee that wall
studs would be rejected. Thus the standard deviation of the classes of degradation was too
large. In general, however, the risk of degradation increases with increased log sweep.
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Figure A.1: Distribution of rejected wall studs grouped by the cause of degradation and resawing
method expressed as the percentage of all rejected studs from each resawing method.
S is degradation due to excessive spring, B to excessive bow and T to excessive
twist.

Table A.1: Mean value and standard deviation of observed log sweep, in cm, for wall studs
grouped by cause of degradation. Tests for statistically significant differences, S.D,
between the groups at an alpha level of 0.05. The degradation categories are S for
spring, B for bow, T for twist and combinations of these; * denotes a low number of
observations, n is the number of studs

Degree of  Log Sweep per Degradation Category
n Mean Std Dev S.D

Accepted 190 0.7 1.11 B, BS
S 82 1.2 1.51 BS
BS 39 2.1 1.98 Accept, S
T 16 1.4 1.26 ---
B 21 1.8 1.57 Accept
ST* 7 2.1 1.35 ---
BST* 3 2.7 1.53 ---
BT* 1 1.0 --- ---
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Table A.2 shows the amount of visible compression wood in the butt-end of the logs
for each cause of degradation. As expected, the accepted studs show the lowest mean
amount of compression wood, followed by T, twist, and S, spring. The largest amount of
compression wood was found among studs rejected due to excessive bow, B, and
combinations including bow and spring.

It can be concluded that an increase of compression wood increases the risk of studs
being degraded due to excessive bow.

Table A.2: Mean value and standard deviation of amount of visible compression wood in the
log’s butt end, in cm2, for wall studs grouped by cause of degradation. Tests for
statistically significant differences, S.D, between the groups at an alpha level of
0.05. The degradation categories are S for spring, B for bow, T for twist and
combinations of these; * denotes a low number of observations, n is the number of
studs.

Amount of Compression Wood in The Butt End of the Log
per Degradation Category

n Mean Std Dev S.D
Accepted 190 44.2 42.06 B, BS
S 82 63.5 52.19 BS
BS 39 99.0 63.34 Accept, S, T
T 16 52.2 43.40 BS
B 21 94.5 68.50 Accept
ST* 7 61.4 31.98 ---
BST* 3 90.0 34.64 ---
BT* 1 50.0 --- ---

Table A.3 and A.4 show the results of a comparison between cause of degradation and
visually estimated amount of compression wood on the stud’s four faces. The
comparisons were based on 160 studs of the nominal dimension 50 by 75 mm. The
amount of visible compression wood in the sawn products was expressed as CW units
(see materials and methods for definition).

Table A.3 shows the total sum of visible compression wood in the log, based on all 4
studs from each log. Statistically significant differences could be proven to exist between
the accepted studs and those rejected due to spring, S, and the combination of spring and
bow. In general, the larger amount of compression wood shown within the sawn products
of the log the higher rate of rejected products could be expected. Degradation due to twist
exhibited no relation to large amounts of compression wood in this comparison.
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Table A.3: Mean value and standard deviation of amount of visible compression wood
expressed as CW units on all 4 studs from a log, with the material grouped
according to cause of degradation of wall studs.  Tests for statistically significant,
S.D, differences between the groups at an alpha level of 0.05. The degradation
categories are S for spring, B for bow, T for twist and combinations of these; *
denotes a low number of observations, n is the number of studs

Amount of Compression Wood in the Studs from one Log
per Degradation Category

n Mean Std Dev S.D
Accepted 91 466 342.1 BS, S
S 35 722 445.7 Accept
BS 17 1001 336.0 Accept
T* 4 435 110.6 ---
B 8 661 399.2 ---
ST* 3 1078 495.4 ---
BST* 1 1364 --- ---
BT* 1 1364 --- ---

In table A.4 the results are expressed for each cause of degradation as the mean
amount of compression wood of each individual stud. The accepted studs and the studs
degraded due to excessive twist only, T, had less compression wood than the other
categories. The studs rejected due to excessive bow, B, and spring, S, exhibited equal
amounts of compression wood, more than 1.5 times more than the accepted studs. The
greatest mean amount of compression wood was found among studs which could be
rejected due to both bow and spring (BS). The tendency toward an increased risk of
rejection due to excessive bow and spring as the observed amount of compression wood
increases can be seen both in table A.3 and A.4.
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Table A.4: Mean value and standard deviation of amount of visible compression wood, in CW
units, on each individual stud, grouped according to the cause of degradation of the
wall stud. Tests for statistically significant differences, S.D, between the groups at
an alpha level of 0.05. The degradation categories are S for spring, B for bow, T for
twist and combinations of these; * denotes a low number of observations, n is the
number of studs.

Amount of Compression Wood in the Studs
per Degradation Category

n Mean Std Dev S.D
Accepted 93 147 127.2 S, BS
S 36 240 172.0 Accept
BS 17 291 131.8 Accept
T 6 139 94.4 ---
B 11 235 122.7 ---
ST* 3 385 104.9 ---
BST* 1 460 --- ---
BT* 1 434 --- ---
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APPENDIX B

The impact of log features and
 resawing methods

on the amount of accepted wall studs
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B.1 Purpose
The purposes of the comparisons made in this appendix were:

• To study the possibility of increasing the yield of accepted wall studs by
an adapted grading of sawlogs.

• To study the relationships between the yield of accepted wall studs,
log features and resawing methods.

B.2 Major findings

• The log-grading method of VMR can be used to separate logs suitable for wall stud
production from those that are not. Logs of quality grade 3 give a considerably
higher yield of accepted wall studs than logs of quality grade 4.

• The tolerances for acceptable log sweep and amount of compression wood visible
in the butt end of the log in the regulations of VMR can be adjusted to be more
efficient than the regulations of today in identifying logs that will give extremely
poor yields.

• If possible, only logs with no measurable log sweep should be resawn into wall
studs.

• Minor amounts of visible compression wood can be accepted in sawlogs. An
amount up to 40 cm2 did not affect the yield of accepted wall studs.

• The choice of resawing method, dry or green, does not affect the yield of accepted
wall studs from sawlogs of good quality.

• Among the high quality sawlogs with either no compression wood or no log sweep,
only 35% yielded 4 accepted wall studs out of 4 possible.
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B.3 Material and methods
The study was based on 90 butt logs of Norway spruce (Picea abies L. Karst). The
evaluations of the results were based on the sawlogs being grouped in several different
ways:

The sawlogs were selected and divided in to 5 grades (five-grade) according to the
amount of visible compression wood in the log’s butt end and magnitude of the log
sweep, according to the criteria shown in figure 3 chapter 2.  A general quality grading of
the logs according to VMR's measuring regulations for the piece-by-piece measurement
of coniferous sawlogs was done as well (Anon 1997). Quality grading in accordance with
VMR resulted in 51 logs of the quality grade 3, denoted as III in the report, and 39 logs of
the quality grade 4, denoted as IV.  Groupings of the logs by magnitude of log sweep and
by amount of visible compression wood in the butt end of the log alone were done as
well. The results of these groupings were then expressed as mean magnitudes of warp and
by yield of accepted wall studs when graded with respect to observed straightness by the
grading rules for wall studs suggested by Johansson et al. (1993).

The yield of accepted wall studs was also expressed in two different ways: As a yield
expressed as percentage of accepted studs of all studs included in each specific group and
as a yield per log of each log grade. The logs in the latter case were divided into three
classes: all 4 studs, 2 to 3 studs out of 4 and finally 0 to 1 stud per log, accepted, denoted
as 4, 2-3 and 0-1.

Comparisons of statistically significant differences in group mean values were done
by Tukey Kramers Honestly Significant Tests. Fisher's Exact Chi2 test and Pearson Chi2

test were used to analyse whether the observed differences between the grouped logs’
yields of accepted wall studs were significantly different or not. All tests were done at an
alpha-level of 0.05.All statistical analyses were done with the aid of the software JMP, a
product from SAS Institute Inc. (Anon 1994).
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B.4 Results

B.4.1 Magnitude of warp
The observed magnitudes of warp for studs were grouped by resawing method and log
quality. The logs were quality graded by two different methods, the VMR method and a
five-grade method. The purpose of this comparison was to get a more detailed picture of
how the logs’ features affect the magnitude of warp.

In table B1 to B6 the number of observations, mean values and standard deviations of
each group of studs are shown. Whether the observed mean values of each group were
significantly different from any of the other groups was also tested by Tukey-Kramer
HSD test.

Logs grouped by VMR quality:
In table B.1 the amount of compression wood in studs of the dimensions 50 x 75 mm is
shown, expressed as % of the stud area. As can be seen, the spread of observations was
large in each group. Thus studs with large amounts of compression wood, as well as studs
free from compression wood, could be found in each group. In general, studs from logs of
grade IV had a significantly higher amount of compression wood than studs from log
grade III did.

Table B.1: Amount of visible compression wood, %, seen in wall studs, grouped by resawing
method, Dry and Green, and by the logs’ quality grade according to VMR, III and
IV. The results are shown as the numbers of observations, n, mean values, Mean,
standard deviations and if significant differences were found to other groups.

Percentage of Compression Wood in Wall Studs
from Logs Classified by VMR

n Mean
(%)

Standard
Deviation

Significantly
Different from

A. Dry     III 52 31 22.0 C, D
B. Green  III 46 23 27.5 C, D
C. Dry     IV 30 49 27.1 A, B
D. Green IV 40 47 26.8 A, B

Table B.2 to B.4 show the impacts of each resawing method and log grades on the
magnitudes of bow, spring and twist. In table B.2 the results of bow are shown. Studs that
were resawn green showed a lower mean bow than studs resawn dry, regardless of log
grade. The difference in bow between the two resawing methods increases with
decreasing log quality. By resawing studs from logs of quality grade IV to the final
dimension before drying, it was possible to decrease the mean bow and standard
deviation to a level only slightly higher than studs resawn dry from logs of quality III.
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Table B.2: Magnitude of Bow in mm for wall studs grouped by resawing method, Dry and
Green, and by the logs’ quality according to VMR. The results are shown as the
number of observations, n, group mean values, Mean, standard deviations and if
significant differences were found to other groups.

Magnitude of Bow in Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Standard
Deviation

Significantly
Different from

A. Dry     III 107 3.4 2.9 C
B. Green  III 96 2.7 2.3 C
C. Dry     IV 72 6.6 5.8 A, B, D
D. Green IV 84 3.8 3.0 C

In table B.3 the results of spring are shown. Studs that were resawn green showed a
lower mean spring than studs resawn dry, regardless of log grade. Regarding differences
related to log quality, the resawn green studs showed less difference than the studs resawn
dried did.

Table B.3: Magnitude of Spring in mm for wall studs grouped by resawing method, Dry and
Green, and by the logs’ quality according to VMR. The results are shown as the
number of observations, n, group mean values, Mean, standard deviations and if
significant differences were found to other groups.

Magnitude of Spring in Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Standard
Deviation

Significantly
Different from

A. Dry     III 107 3.6 3.4 C
B. Green  III 96 3.3 2.4 C
C. Dry     IV 72 6.7 5.9 A, B, D
D. Green IV 84 5.0 4.4 C
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In table B.4 the results for twist are shown. No pronounced tendency toward
differences between log grades regarding the mean magnitude of twist could be found.
However, there was a tendency for studs resawn green to have a larger degree of twist
than those resawn dry. The difference between the resawing methods was considerably
smaller for the studs originating from quality grade III logs compared to the difference
shown for studs from quality grade IV.

Table B.4: Magnitude of Twist in mm for wall studs grouped by resawing method, Dry and
Green, and by the logs’ quality according to VMR. The results were shown as the
number of observations, n, mean values, Mean, standard deviations and if a
significant difference was found to other groups.

Magnitude of Twist in Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Standard
Deviation

Significantly
Different from

A. Dry     III 107 1.0 1.4 B
B. Green  III 96 2.6 2.5 A, C, D
C. Dry     IV 72 1.4 2.0 B
D. Green IV 84 1.7 2.0 B

Logs grouped by five-grade:
Tables B.5 to B.7 show the mean values, the standard deviations, number of observations
and whether significant differences can be shown between the groups of logs divided
according to five-grade grading and resawing method.

In table B.5 the results of how the magnitude of bow varies between the grades are
shown. As can be seen, approximately the same levels were shown for both resawing
methods. The difference between the resawing methods was most pronounced among
studs from poor quality logs of grade 3+ and 3-. Most beneficial for these log grades was
to resaw to the final dimension before drying, the resaw green method. Based on
observed magnitude of bow, no arguments were found to justify a division of the logs
into more than two grades. How to divide depends on which resawing method is to be
used. If the studs were to be resawn green, log grades 2- and 3- could be united into a
grade less suitable for stud production while the differences between 1, 2+ and 3+ were
small. Among studs resawn dry, a rejection of grade 3- logs was definitely needed in the
production of wall studs and 3+ was less suitable while the  differences between grade 1,
2+ and 2- were small.
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Table B.5: Magnitude of Bow in wall studs grouped by resawing method, Dry and Green, and
by the logs’ outer features in five grades. The results are shown as number of
observations, n, group mean values, Mean, standard deviations and if significant
difference were found to other classes.

Magnitude of Bow in Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Standard
Deviation

Significantly
Different from

A:  Dry 1 32 3.4 3.98 E
B:  Dry 2+ 44 3.1 2.31 E
C:  Dry 2- 27 3.8 2.64 E
D:  Dry 3+ 28 4.6 2.70 E
E:  Dry 3- 48 7.5 6.66 All
F:  Green 1 36 2.0 1.93 E
G:  Green 2+ 36 3.1 3.06 E
H:  Green 2- 32 3.9 3.91 E
I:  Green 3+ 36 2.4 2.44 E
J:  Green 3- 40 4.6 4.58 E

In table B.6 the results for magnitude of spring of each log grade are shown. The same
trend can be seen for spring that was shown for bow. Notable was that the mean
magnitudes of spring were at the same levels as observed for bow in comparable log
grades.

The observed differences in magnitude of mean spring between the five studied grades
do not justify more than two grades of logs. If the mean value and the standard deviation
are regarded for each log grade, it is only log grade 3- that shows a strikingly larger
spring than the other log grades, regardless of resawing method.

In table B.7 the magnitude of twist is shown for each log grade. Notable was that no
apparent relation could be seen between magnitude of twist and the quality of the log.
Studs that were resawn green showed a slightly larger twist than studs resawn dry did.
Regarding the magnitude of twist, the observed differences were too small to justify
pregrading of the logs.
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Table B.6: Magnitude of Spring in mm of wall studs grouped by resawing method, Dry and
Green, and the logs outer features in five classes. The results are shown as number
of observations, n, group mean values, Mean, standard deviations and whether
significant difference were found to other classes.

Magnitude of Spring in Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Standard
Deviation

Significantly Different
from

A:  Dry 1 32 4.0 4.34 E
B:  Dry 2+ 44 3.1 2.32 E, J
C:  Dry 2- 27 3.9 3.61 E
D:  Dry 3+ 28 4.3 3.15 E
E:  Dry 3- 48 7.8 6.66 A, B, C, D, F, G, H, I
F:  Green 1 36 3.3 1.88 E, J
G:  Green 2+ 36 3.6 3.10 E
H:  Green 2- 32 3.9 2.63 E
I:  Green 3+ 36 3.1 2.35 E, J
J:  Green 3- 40 6.2 5.46 B, F, I

Table B.7: Magnitude of Twist in mm of wall studs grouped by resawing method, Dry and
Green, and the logs’ outer features in five grades. The results are shown as number
of observations, n, group mean values, Mean, standard deviations and whether
significant differences were found to other classes.

Magnitude of Twist in Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Standard
Deviation

Significantly
Different from

A:  Dry 1 32 0.5 0.81 G
B:  Dry 2+ 44 0.8 1.14 G
C:  Dry 2- 27 1.0 1.30 G
D:  Dry 3+ 28 1.4 1.39 G
E:  Dry 3- 48 1.2 2.04 G
F:  Green 1 36 1.5 1.81 G
G:  Green 2+ 36 1.7 1.56 G
H:  Green 2- 32 4.1 2.50 All
I:  Green 3+ 36 1.5 1.57 G
J:  Green 3- 40 1.7 2.16 G
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When the results of the five-grade and the VMR classifications of the studs were
compared, it could be seen that among studs resawn dry, the differences were small for
logs of the better quality (low amounts of compression wood and no observed log sweep).
Among studs originating from logs of a poorer quality, the five-grade method showed a
better ability to identify logs that gave high magnitudes of bow and spring. The observed
differences in twist were, however, small.

If corresponding comparisons were made between studs resawn green, the
five-grade classification showed a better ability to find logs that resulted in studs with low
bow and twist than the VMR method. For spring the differences between the methods
were negligible. Regarding studs originating from logs of a poorer quality, the five-grade
method proved better there, as well; for bow and spring group 3- had higher mean values
than log grade IV did and equal magnitudes of twist.

The conclusion was that the VMR method was competitive in identifying logs
giving low magnitudes of warp. The resolution of the five-grade method,
however, was better at identifying logs giving high magnitudes of bow and spring.

B.4.2 Yield of accepted studs
In this part the studs were graded with respect to straightness according to the regulations
recommended by Johansson et al. (1993) for the purpose of studying the impact of
resawing methods and log features on the level of accepted studs.

The wall studs were grouped in three different ways: by the quality grade of the logs
according to the method of VMR, by the five-grade method and by grouping based on the
yield of accepted studs from each log.

In this chapter the studs were graded with respect to the magnitude of warp into two
classes: those that met the tolerances for straightness and those that did not. In the tables
only the amount of studs meeting the demands for straightness were shown, expressed in
% of the total number of studs per group.

In those cases where only two groups were compared, a Fischer's Exact Chi2 test with
one degree of freedom was applied, and when more than two groups were compared a
Pearson's Chi2 test was used, both methods at an alpha-level of 0.05.

Logs grouped by VMR quality:
In table B.8 the acceptance levels are shown for wall studs grouped by the logs’ quality
grades (VMR). If the total acceptance is compared, it can be seen that the two resawing
methods gave approximately the same yield of accepted studs.

Among studs originating from logs of grade IV there was a tendency for resawn green
to give the higher yield. Large differences between the resawing methods can only be
shown in twist for logs of grade III and in bow for logs of grade IV, both differences
statistically significant.
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Table B.8: Percentage of wall studs meeting the tolerances for bow, spring and twist when all
three features were regarded, Total, and for each single type of warp. The studs were
grouped by resawing method, Green and Dry and by the quality grade of the log, III
and IV. Sign. Diff. indicates whether the observed difference between the resawing
methods was significant. In brackets the probability of a randomly chosen
distribution giving an equal or larger difference than the observed is shown.

Amount of accepted Wall Studs (%)
from Logs Classified by VMR

Dry III Green
III

   Sign.
   Diff.

Dry
IV

Green
IV

Sign.
Diff.

Bow 89 94 No  (0.32) 57 82 Yes (0.00)
Spring 73 73 No  (1.00) 44 57 No (0.15)
Twist 98 84 Yes (0.00) 96 92 No (0.34)
Total 67 61 No  (0.60) 31 45 No (0.07)

n 107 96 204 72 84 156

The differences due to log grade were considerably larger than the observed
differences between resawing methods (tables B.8 and B.9). In table B.9 the differences
between the log grades shown in table B.8 are compared for each resawing method. Both
resawing methods showed a significantly higher total yield of accepted studs from logs of
quality grade III than the total yield from logs of grade IV. In both cases, the higher yields
were due to fewer studs being rejected due to bow and spring. Only minor differences in
rejection rates due to twist were found.

Table B.9: Tests for significant differences in observed mean values of warp between studs
grouped by log grades and resawing method. In brackets the probability of a
randomly chosen distribution giving an equal or larger difference than the observed
is shown.

Significant Differences in the Amount of
Accepted Wall Studs

Grouped by Log Grade
Sign. Diff.
DIII/DIV

Sign. Diff.
GIII/GIV

Bow Yes (0.00) Yes (0.02)
Spring Yes (0.00) Yes (0.03)
Twist No (0.39) No (0.17)
Total Yes (0.00) Yes (0.04)

n 179 180

The general conclusions are: logs corresponding to quality grade III could be resawn
by any of the methods, while the tendency was that logs corresponding to log grade IV
should be resawn to wall studs when green.

Logs grouped by five-grade:
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In chapter B.4.1 no significant differences were found between the logs of grade 1, 2+
and 3+. In this chapter these grades were united into one grade, denoted as 123+, in order
to improve the resolution of the tests by an increased number of observations. The
remaining two classes were, however, unchanged.

A comparison of the results from all three types of deformations revealed that the
difference between the resawing methods was small (see Total in table B.10). Two thirds
of all studs originating from high quality logs, 123+, were accepted. Divided into the
original grades, the corresponding yield was 66% for log grade 1, 69% for grade 2+ and
59% for log grade 3+ when bow, spring and twist were taken into account.

The largest cause of degradation of the wall studs for all log groups was excessive
spring. The yields for bow and spring showed approximately the same trends.

The differences in acceptance between the log grades 123+, 2- and 3- were proven to
be significant in all cases except twist. Significance was tested by a Pearson Chi2-test with
3 degrees of freedom and at an alpha level of 0.05.

Table B.10: Amount of accepted wall studs due to each specific type of warp and in total when
all warps were taken into account, expressed in % of the total amount of studs in
each group. The studs were grouped by method of resawing, Green and Dry, and by
the quality of the logs in three classes, based on the five-grade log grading method.
S.D denotes whether a statistical difference between the resawing methods exists. In
brackets the probability of randomly chosen distributions causing a difference equal
to or larger than the observed is given.

Percentage of Accepted Wall Studs from Logs Showing:
123+ 2- 3-

Dry Green S.D Dry Green S.D Dry Green S.D
Bow 86 95 Yes

(0.02)
85 81 No

(0.74)
50 75 Yes

(0.03)
Spring 69 74 No

(0.43)
68 62 No

(0.79)
42 45 No

(0.83)
Twist 94 95 No

(0.21)
96 62 Yes

(0.00)
94 87 No

(0.46)
Total 63 67 No

(0.77)
57 41 No

(0.30)
25 30 No

(0.64)
n 104 108 212 27 32 59 48 40 88
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Yield per log:
The comparisons made above were all focused on how many studs were accepted from a
group of logs of a specific quality. In this part the focus is on describing the yield of
accepted wall studs for each log. The combination of yield and cost of sawlogs
determines whether or not a log is profitable to saw. This was one reason why the
acceptances were expressed per log for the purpose of evaluating the possibility of
grading each individual log by its potential to yield a high amount of accepted wall studs.
A study based on 89 logs in total.

Yield per log/ VMR:
In table B.11 the amounts of accepted studs are shown for the log grades III and IV,
divided into three yield classes: 0-1, 2-3 and 4 accepted studs per log. In columns denoted
III and IV the amount of accepted studs is shown without regard for the resawing
methods used. In columns denoted D-III, G-III, D-IV and G-IV the logs are grouped by
resawing method used, as well, Dry and Green. The results below columns III and IV
show if differences in distribution could be found between the two log grades. The other
two show if differences could be found between the resawing methods for each log grade.

As can be seen, the difference in the distribution between the log grades was large
enough to be significant in this study. The grade III logs gave a higher yield than logs of
grade IV. More interesting, however, was the distribution of logs over the three yield
classes. One half of the logs of grade III were found in yield class 2-3, and one fifth in
yield class 0-1.

A comparison of yield distribution between the resawing methods used shows no
significant differences on this material. The tendencies found were that logs of grade III
were more advantageously resawn dry, while the method of resawing green was more
beneficial in producing wall studs from grade IV logs
(table B.11 column D-III to G-IV).
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Table B.11: Distribution of logs in yield classes defined as the number of accepted studs out of 4
possible per log, that is, the number of studs that met demands on straightness. The
logs were grouped by VMR's log grades, III and IV, and by resawing method, Dry
and Green. For each yield class the numbers of logs expressed in % of all logs of
each grade is shown. N is the number of logs included in the Chi2 tests and n is the
number of logs of each grade. Sign. diff. denotes if significant differences in the
distributions could be shown at an alpha level of 0.05. D.F. is the tests’ degrees of
freedom. Chi2 is the calculated Chi2 values of each test. Cell Chi2 is each cell’s value.
Prob > Chi2 is the probability of a randomly chosen distribution showing a
difference as equal to or larger than the observed.

Distribution of Accepted Studs per Log
III IV D-III G-III D-IV G-IV

0-1 %
Cell Chi2

19.6
3.0

52.6
4.0

18.5
0.0

20.8
0.0

6.1
0.25

45.0
0.2

2-3 %
Cell Chi2

51.0
0.4

36.8
0.6

44.4
0.2

58.3
0.2

33.3
0.0

40.0
0.0

4 %
Cell Chi2

29.4
1.5

10.5
2.1

37.0
0.5

20.8
0.6

5.6
0.4

15.0
0.4

n 51 39 27 24 18 21
N

Sign. diff.
D.F.
Chi2

Prob. > Chi2

90
Yes

2
11.6
0.00

51
No
2

1.65
0.44

39
No
2

1.38
0.50

Yield per log/five-grade:
The logs were originally grouped into 5 grades based on degree of log sweep and amount
of visible compression wood in the logs’ butt ends. As shown in previous chapters, the
number of grades could be reduced as a consequence of small differences in magnitudes
of warp and grading results. In this part the distribution of logs per yield class is shown
for all 5 grades (table B.12). As could be expected, grade 1 had the largest amount of logs
where all 4 studs were accepted, and grade 3- the lowest. A statistical test for significance
in the observed differences between all 5 log groups in table B.12 showed a 0.00
probability that a randomly chosen distribution could give the same differences, or larger,
than the observed. The test used was Pearson Chi2 test with 8 degrees of freedom and 90
observations. From the cell-chi2-values it could be concluded that it was primarily logs of
grade 3- that caused the significant difference in the test by giving a considerably poorer
yield of accepted studs.

By chi2 tests it could be shown that no statistically significant differences could be
proven to exist between logs of grade 1, 2+ and 3+.
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Table B.12: The frequency distribution, in %, of logs in three yield classes, 0-1, 2-3 and 4 studs
out of 4 possible studs accepted per log. The logs were grouped by the five-grade
method into the classes 1, 2+, 2-, 3+ and 3-. The calculated Chi2 value of each group
is also shown.

Yield of Accepted Studs/Log
1 2+ 2- 3+ 3- n

0-1 %
Chi2

18
1.4

10
3.5

47
0.6

31
0.0

64
5.4

31

2-3 %
Chi2

47
0.0

65
1.9

27
1.1

44
0.0

36
0.3

40

4 %
Chi2

35
1.6

25
0.1

27
0.2

25
0.1

0
4.6

19

n 17 20 15 16 22 90

The relation between the yield of accepted studs and the quality of the logs was not
totally linear; a stepwise decrease of the yield could be seen, exemplified by the fact that
more than 80% of the logs of grade 1 and 2+ yielded of 2 or more accepted studs, while
75% of the logs of grade 2- and 100% of the grade 3- logs yielded 3 or fewer accepted
studs per log. These findings were indications of log sweep being a better indicator than
the amount of compression wood in predicting the yield of accepted studs. This
assumption is based on the fact that the major shift occurs when the log sweep changes,
while a change in the amount of compression wood has only a minor impact on the
distribution (see log grade 1, 2+ and 3+).
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B.5 Yield of accepted studs, logs’ magnitude of sweep

and amount of compression wood
It has been shown in earlier chapters that the two compression-wood-related log features
studied, sweep and butt-end compression wood, can be used to increase the yield of
accepted wall studs. In these comparisons a tendency was noticed for the magnitude of
log sweep to be the better indicator in predicting the yield of accepted studs.

In table B.14 the correlation coefficients between the three types of deformations bow,
spring and twist and each one of the two log features are shown. Twist shows almost no
correlation to the two log features, and the correlation is also rather low for
Bow and Spring.

Table B.14: Observed correlation [r] between the two studied log features respectively and each
type of deformation, split between the two resawing methods, Dry and Green.

Correlation [r] Between Degree of Warp,
Log Sweep and Butt-end Compression Wood

Bow Spring Twist
CW-log Green 0.25 0.33 -0.11
CW-log Dry 0.39 0.32 0.14
Sweep Green 0.32 0.40 0.04
Sweep Dry 0.24 0.33 0.13

In figure B.3 the distribution of the yield of studs meeting the tolerances for
straightness is shown for an increasing magnitude of log sweep. The yield of accepted
studs decreases with increasing magnitude of log sweep. Among logs with no sweep,
67% of the studs met the demands on straightness, while less than 17% of the studs from
logs with a sweep of 4 cm or more were accepted. Log sweep was expressed in cm and
measured over a length of 3 m. Group 0 was based on 188 studs, 52 studs were included
in group 1, 60 studs in group 2, 24 studs in group 3 and 36 studs in group 4.

Based on these findings it can be concluded that a minor amount of compression wood
can be accepted on logs suitable for wall stud production, but not more than 35 to 40 cm2.
Logs with a large amount, 100 cm2 or more, are not suitable at all due to the poor yield of
accepted wall studs. In comparison, log sweep seems to have the larger impact on the
yield of accepted wall studs and can therefore be regarded as the more efficient indicator
of the two features. The differences were however small. In practise the log sweep is a
considerably more reliable feature than the amount of compression wood, in terms of
measurability. If this latter argument is regarded, only log sweep should be measured in a
pre-grading to avoid compression wood in the sawn products.
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Figure B.3: The yield of accepted studs, in %, from logs grouped by the magnitude of sweep, in
cm, measured over a length of 3 m.
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Figure B.4: Yield of accepted studs, in %, from logs grouped by the amount of visible
butt-end compression wood.
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APPENDIX C

Relationship between the amount of
 compression wood

 in sawn products and the magnitude of warp
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C.1 Purpose
The purpose of the comparisons made in this appendix was to study the relationships
between the amount of compression wood visible on the faces of the piece of wood; the
resawing method, green or dry; and the amount of accepted studs when graded with
respect to straightness, all this in order to evaluate the possibility of separating planks
suitable for resawing from those that are not.

C.2 Major findings
The major findings shown in this appendix are as follows:

• Only planks showing low amounts of compression wood, up to 10%, are suitable
for wall stud production and should be resawn when dried to achieve highest
possible yield of accepted wall studs.

• Planks showing high amounts of compression wood (>50%) are not suitable for
wall stud production no matter what resawing method is used. However,
considerably fewer of the resawn dry studs were accepted, 18%, compared
to studs resawn green, 35%.

C.3 Material and methods
This study was based on 168 wall studs of the nominal dimensions 50 x 75 mm resawn
out of 84 planks of the nominal dimensions 50 x 150 mm. The studs were grouped by the
amount of observed compression wood into three groups and by resawing method, green
or dry, into 6 groups. 21 planks with small amounts of compression wood, less than 105
CW-units or < 12%, are denoted as CW-Low. A group of 42 planks with an amount of
compression wood between 105 and 453 CW-units, 12% to 50%, are denoted as CW-
Medium. The remaining 21 planks, denoted as CW-High show more than 453 CW-units,
or > 50%, of compression wood. The theoretically maximum amount of compression
wood seen on the surface of a plank, when the surface is totally covered by compression
wood, was 900 CW-units.
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C.4 Results
The observed linear correlations between the amount of compression wood and each of
the types of warp bow, spring or twist were all too poor to make a reliable prediction of
each stud’s magnitude of bow, spring or twist. The correlations [r] shown between the
amount of compression wood and bow was 0.32, spring 0.46, and twist 0.005 based on
168 studs of the dimensions 50 x 75 mm in this study. No differences could be found
between the two resawing methods. The observed correlations were statistically
significant at an alpha level of 0.05 for bow and spring, but not for twist.

The mean amount of compression wood in planks classified as CW-Low was 35.5
CW-units or 3.9%. Planks classified as CW-Medium had a mean value of 281 CW-units
or 31%. And finally, planks classified as CW-High had a mean value of 625 CW-units or
69%.

C.4.1 Magnitude of warp
In this chapter the studs were grouped by the amount of compression wood visible on the
surface of the plank into three groups. The purpose was to determine if planks with high
amounts of compression wood show larger magnitudes of warp than planks free from
compression wood do.

In table C.1 it is shown how the mean magnitude of bow increases with increasing
amounts of compression wood, a tendency more pronounced among the wall studs
resawn dried. The impact of the resaw green method on the magnitude of bow was
greater than that of the resawn dry method. Significant differences in group mean values
could, however, only be shown between studs from planks resawn dry, medium to high in
compression wood, and studs from planks resawn green , medium to low in compression
wood.

Table C.1: Observed height of bow, in mm over a length of 3 m, measured on wall studs
grouped by resawing method and amount of compression wood visible on the
original planks. CW-Low were planks with less than 12% compression wood, CW-
Medium 12% to 50% and CW-High > 50%. Dry denotes planks resawn when dried
and Green denotes planks resawn when green. Sign. Diff. shows if the group mean
value is significantly different from any other group.

Observed Bow of  Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Std. Dev.

(mm)
Sign. Diff.

A: CW-High Dry 22 5.6 3.52 D, F
B: CW-High Green 20 3.4 2.91 ---
C: CW-Medium Dry 48 4.2 3.50 F
D: CW-Medium Green 36 3.2 2.72 A
E: CW-Low Dry 12 2.9 1.62 ---
F: CW-Low Green 30 1.8 1.88 A, C
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In table C.2 the corresponding values are shown for spring. A tendency toward a
correlation between amount of compression wood and magnitude of spring could be seen;
the larger amount of compression wood seen on the plank, the larger the magnitude of
spring that can be expected. This tendency was more pronounced among the resawn dry
planks. As can be seen in table C.2, only plank group CW-High Dry had an amount of
spring that was significantly larger than the other groups.

Table C.2: Observed height of spring, in mm over a length of 3 m, measured on wall studs
grouped by resawing strategy and amount of compression wood in the original
planks. CW-Low were planks with less than 12% compression wood, CW-Medium
12% to 50% and CW-High > 50%. Dry denotes planks resawn when dried and
Green denotes planks resawn when green. Sign. Diff. shows if the group mean value
is significantly different from any other group.

Observed Spring of  Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Std. Dev.

(mm)
Sign. Diff.

A: CW-High Dry 22 7.5 6.19 C, D, E, F
B: CW-High Green 20 5.1 4.39 ---
C: CW-Medium Dry 48 3.8 3.44 A
D: CW-Medium Green 36 3.1 2.29 A
E: CW-Low Dry 12 1.5 1.57 A
F: CW-Low Green 30 3.2 1.86 A

In table C.3 the magnitudes of twist are shown. In general, there was no tendency
toward a relationship between the magnitude of twist and the amount of compression
wood. In general, however, studs resawn dry had a lower mean magnitude of twist than
studs resawn green did. But only CW-High Dry and CW-High Green had a difference
large enough to be statistically significant in this study; the latter showed the higher
magnitude of twist.

C.4.2 Yield of accepted studs
Notable findings when the yield of accepted wall studs resawn by the methods dry and
green shown in table C.4 are compared are: No significant differences could be seen
between the two resawing methods when all three types of warp are considered together
(Total). There was, however, a tendency for the resawn dry method to be more
advantageous when only small amounts of compression wood were present, while the
resawn green method became more and more advantageous when the amount of
compression wood increased.

Throughout all three warp types, the resaw dry method gave higher yields than the
resaw green method when only a minor amount of compression wood was present. The
more compression wood there is, the more beneficial the resaw green method becomes in
respect of bow. The difference between the methods that is due to spring disappears, and
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as regards degradation due to excessive twist, the proportions were unchanged.
Table C.5 shows if the observed differences between the three CW-groupings were

large enough to be statistically significant.Twist was the only warp type where no
differences could be proven for either resawing method. As expected, studs resawn from
green planks showed no difference either. In all other comparisons, the differences were
large enough to be statistically significant at an alpha level of 0.05.

Conclusions that can be drawn based on the results shown in tables C.4 and C.5:
For planks with no or small amounts of compression wood, the tendency is that resawing
when dried gives a higher yield of accepted wall studs. When a large amount of
compression wood is present, approximately 50%, the resawn green method is the more
advantageous of the two methods compared. These trends are caused primarily by the
magnitude of spring, which caused the largest degradation of the studs, while degradation
due to excessive twist was very low.

If the best possible yield of accepted wall studs is to be achieved, it seems advisable to
resaw only planks free from compression wood and to use the resaw dry method. Planks
with large amounts of compression wood should not be resawn into wall studs at all.

Table C.3: Observed height of twist, measured on wall studs in mm over a length of
3 m, grouped by resawing method and amount of compression wood in the original
planks. CW-Low were planks with less than 12% compression wood, CW-Medium
12% to 50% and CW-High > 50%. Dry denotes planks resawn when dried and
Green denotes planks resawn when green. Sign. Diff. shows if the group mean value
is significantly different from any other group.

Observed Twist of  Wall Studs
n Mean

(mm)
Std. Dev.

(mm)
Sign. Diff.

A: CW-High Dry 22 0.6 1.05 B
B: CW-High Green 20 2.5 3.22 A
C: CW-Medium Dry 48 1.1 1.73 ---
D: CW-Medium Green 36 2.1 2.40 ---
E: CW-Low Dry 12 0.7 1.23 ---
F: CW-Low Green 30 1.7 2.05 ---
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Table C.4: Yield of accepted wall studs in %, divided into 6 groups by the amount of
 compression wood in planks and resawing method. CW-Low were planks with
less than 12% compression wood, CW-Medium 12% to 50% and CW-High > 50%.
Tests for significant difference between the resawing groups were made by
Fisher's Exact test at an alpha level of 0.05. The value between brackets is the
probability of a randomly chosen distribution showing equal or larger differences
between the groups than observed.

Percentage of accepted wall studs
from Boards grouped by amount of CW

CW-Low CW-Medium CW-High
Dry Green Sign.

diff.
Dry Green Sign.

diff.
Dry Green Sign.

diff.
Bow 100 93 No

(1.00)
75 92 No

(0.08)
50 90 Yes

(0.01)
Spring 92 83 No

(0.66)
69 69 No

(1.00)
41 40 No

(1.00)
Twist 100 90 No

(0.55)
98 92 No

(0.31)
100 80 Yes

(0.04)
Total 92 70 No

(0.23)
58 61 No

(0.83)
18 35 No

(0.30)
n 12 30 42 48 36 84 22 20 42

Table C.5: Tests for significant differences between the three CW groups of wall studs shown
in table C.4. The results are shown for each resawing method, Dry or Green. The
total Chi2 value (Pearson) of the test and whether significant differences could be
proven are indicated for each comparison, and in brackets the probability of a
randomly chosen distribution showing an equal or larger difference than the
observed is shown. N is the number of observations and D.F is the degrees of
freedom of the test.

Test of differences in acceptance
between the three CW groups

Bow Spring Twist Total N D.F
Dry Chi2

Sign. Diff
8.4
Yes  (0.02)

6.8
Yes  (0.03)

0.8
No  (0.68)

14.8
Yes  (0.00)

82 2

Green Chi2

Sign. Diff
0.18
No  (0.91)

10.4
Yes  (0.01)

1.8
No  (0.40)

6.2
Yes  (0.04)

86 2
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APPENDIX D

Comparison of differences in the yield of
accepted studs for different resawing patterns
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D.1 Purpose
The purpose of the study described in this appendix was to compare the impact of
different resawing patterns, symmetrical and asymmetrical, on the magnitude of warp and
levels of acceptance. The background of the comparisons made was a question from a
sawmill as to whether it was true that narrower studs in an asymmetrical resawing of the
planks had the larger magnitudes of warp.

D.2 Major findings
The major findings in this appendix are as follows:

• The quality of the sawlog had a greater impact on the magnitude of warp than did
the symmetry of the resawing pattern. No differences in the yield of accepted studs
were found between studs asymmetrically and studs symmetrically resawn out of
planks originating from the same log quality.

• In a pairwise comparison of the warp of the two studs from asymmetrically resawn
planks showed: No differences in magnitude of bow, the narrower dimension
showed on average a significantly larger magnitude of spring, while the wider studs
tended to have a larger magnitude of twist.

D.3 Material and methods
The degree of warp of three different dimensions, of the nominal dimensions 50 x 50 mm,
50 x 75 mm and 50 x 100 mm, were compared. Studs of the dimensions 50 x 75 mm were
symmetrically resawn out of the plank, and the other two dimensions were
asymmetrically resawn ( figure D.1). In all, 88 planks were symmetrically resawn and 91
asymmetrically resawn.

In order to investigate whether there was a difference due to the symmetry of the
resawing pattern, the planks were sorted according to VMR log quality (Anon 1997). The
purpose was to create a difference between the groups of wall studs according to the
amount of compression wood. Studs originating from logs of quality grade III showed on
average a smaller amount of compression wood than studs from log quality IV.

Comparisons were done from two perspectives.
The plank perspective: the studs were grouped based on the symmetry of the resawing
pattern of the plank and were graded with respect to the straightness of the stud according
to the tolerances and methods recommended by Johansson et al. (1993).
The asymmetrical perspective: a comparison done to discover if a difference exists in
warp between the two asymmetrically resawn studs from the same plank.

Comparisons of differences in group mean value were analysed with the aid of
Tukey-Kramers HSD test. Comparisons of differences in acceptance levels when graded
with respect to straightness were analysed with the aid of Fisher's Exact Chi2 Test. In the
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asymmetrical perspective, paired comparisons were done with the aid of a Student's t-test
or a Signed-Rank test, depending on how valid an assumption of the observations being
normally distributed was. All comparisons were done at a significance level (alpha level)
of 0.05.

Figure D.1 A symmetrical resawing of a plank with the nominal dimensions 50 x 150 mm
to two studs with the nominal dimensions 50 x 75 mm and an asymmetrical
resawing to 50 x 50 mm and 50 x 100 mm.

SymmetricallyResawnBoard
of the dimension 50 x 150 mm

StudDimension StudDimension

50 x 75 mm 50 x 75 mm

AsymmetricallyResawnBoard
of the dimension 50 x 150 mm

StudDimension StudDimension

50 x 50 mm 50 x 100 mm
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D.4 Results

D.4.1 The magnitude of warp
In following three tables D.1, D.2 and D.3 the observed warp of studs grouped according
to symmetry of the resawing pattern and log quality is compared.

Table D.1: Observed Bow on wall studs grouped according to symmetry of the resawing
pattern and log grade shown as the number of observations, nstuds, group mean
values. Mean, and standard deviations, Std Dev, of the observed bow. The wall
studs were grouped according to symmetry of the resawing pattern into Asym for
the asymmetrically resawn planks and Sym for the symmetrically resawn planks
and by VMR-defined log quality into grades III and IV. Significant differences
between the group mean values are shown, as well.

Observed Bow of Wall Studs
nstuds Mean  (mm) Std Dev (mm) Sign.Diff

A: Asym-III 100 3.0 2.21 B
B: Asym-IV 84 5.7 5.76 A, C
C: Sym-III 103 3.1 3.10 B
D: Sym-IV 72 4.3 2.95 ---

As can be seen in table D.1, no differences were observed in the magnitude of bow
between studs resawn by different patterns and originating from the same log quality.
Studs originating from logs of grade IV showed a tendency towards larger mean bow, but
only the asymmetrically resawn studs had a significantly larger bow than the others.
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The same tendencies were observed for spring as for bow, only more pronounced
(table D.2). Larger magnitudes of spring were observed for studs originated from quality
IV logs. The significant differences between the Asym-IV studs and the other groups
were due primarily to the 50 x 50 mm studs (table D.6).

Table D.2: Observed Spring on wall studs grouped according to symmetry of the resawing
pattern and log grade shown as the number of observations, nstuds, group mean
values. Mean, and standard deviations, Std Dev, of the observed bow. The wall studs
were grouped according to symmetry of the resawing pattern into Asym for the
asymmetrically resawn planks and Sym for the symmetrically resawn planks and by
VMR-defined log quality into grades III and IV. Significant differences between the
group mean values are shown, as well.

Observed Spring of Wall Studs
nstuds Mean  (mm) Std Dev (mm) Sign.Diff

A: Asym-III 100 3.3 2.54 B
B: Asym-IV 84 6.8 5.65 A, C, D
C: Sym-III 103 3.6 3.28 B
D: Sym-IV 72 4.5 4.44 B

In table D.3 the observed magnitudes of twist of the studs are shown. No differences
were found between the different groups of studs.

Table D.3: Observed Twist on wall studs grouped according to symmetry of the resawing
pattern and log grade shown as the number of observations, nstuds, group mean
values. Mean, and standard deviations, Std Dev, of the observed bow.  The wall
studs were grouped according to symmetry of the resawing pattern into Asym for
the asymmetrically resawn planks and Sym for the symmetrically resawn planks and
by VMR-defined log quality into grades III and IV. Significant differences between
the group mean values are shown, as well.

Observed Twist of Wall Studs
nstuds Mean  (mm) Std Dev (mm) Sign.Diff

A: Asym-III 100 1.7 1.92 ---
B: Asym-IV 84 1.8 2.14 ---
C: Sym-III 103 1.5 2.08 ---
D: Sym-IV 72 1.1 1.60 ---
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D.4.2 Grading with respect to the degree of warp
The magnitude of warp alone does not give a complete picture of how the yield of
accepted studs is affected by the symmetry of the resawing pattern. Therefore, in this
chapter the asymmetrically resawn studs, 50 x 50 mm and 50 x 100 mm, were compared
to the results for the symmetrically resawn studs, 50 x 75 mm. The studs were grouped, as
before, by the quality grade of the log according to the rules of VMR. The purpose was to
determine if the log features affect the yield of accepted studs, especially the differences
in the amount of compression wood.

In table D.4 the amounts of accepted wall studs are shown grouped according to
symmetry of the resawing pattern and the quality grade of the log.

Table D.4: Studs grouped according to the VMR-defined log quality into III and IV, and
according to symmetry of the resawing pattern, asymmetrical and symmetrical. The
amount of accepted studs, in percent, is shown for each type of warp, Bow, Spring
and Twist, separately and taken all together; nstuds is the total number of studs per
group.

Yield of Accepted Wall Studs
Symmetrical

50x75mm/50x75 mm
Asymmetrical

50x50mm/50x100 mm
III IV III IV

Bow 88.5 73.6 94.0 67.9
Spring 70.2 58.3 76.0 45.2
Twist 91.3 97.2 92.0 90.5
Total 63.5 43.1 65.0 34.5
nstuds 103 72 100 84

As expected, in general the studs from logs of quality grade III gave a larger total
yield of accepted studs than the logs of quality grade IV. If the three warp types were
studied separately, the same tendencies were found for bow and spring. However, no
large differences were observed between the log grades in the level of acceptance in
terms of twist. As can be seen, larger differences between the log grades were found for
studs resawn in an asymmetrical pattern than were observed among the symmetrically
resawn studs. When the total yields were compared (Total in table D.4) a Fisher's Exact
Chi2 test showed that the observed differences between the log grades were statistically
significant.

Only minor differences could be seen when asymmetrically resawn studs were
compared to symmetrically resawn studs originating from the same log grade, III or IV.
Among logs of grade III, the asymmetrically resawn studs gave the higher yield, while
the opposite was found for logs of grade IV. The observed differences where, however, in
no case proven to be statistically significant.
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D.4.3 Difference in the magnitude of warp between

asymmetrically resawn studs

In this section the warp of the two asymmetrically resawn studs from the same plank is
compared. The comparison was based on the difference between the wider 50 x 100 mm
stud and the narrower 50 x 50 mm stud. If no difference could be found between the pair
of studs, the mean value for the entire test would be zero. Consequently, the null
hyphotesis, H0, that no difference was found between the two studs was tested against the
alternative hypothesis, Ha, that a difference was present.

H0: |Warp100|- |Warp50|= 0.0
Ha: |Warp100|- |Warp50|≠ 0.0

No differences in the magnitude of bow of the two stud dimensions could be
statistically proven. In both log grades, however, the wider 50 x 100 mm stud had a
slightly larger mean bow (tables D.5 and D.6). But larger differences were observed in
the magnitude of spring. On average, the narrower 50 x 50 mm stud had the larger
magnitude of spring (tables D.5 and D.6). Regarding magnitude of twist, the wider studs,
50 x 100 mm, had a significantly larger magnitude than the narrower studs for studs
originating from log grade III logs, if the twist was expressed in mm only, (tables D.5 and
D.6).Expressed as a twist-angle the opposite was true, the narrower stud showed the
larger twist, significant at an alpha-level of 0.10, (results not shown).
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Table D.5 The difference in the magnitude of warp, in mm, between asymmetrically resawn
studs from logs of quality grade III. The nominal dimensions of the wall studs were
50 x 50 mm and 50 x 100 mm. A paired comparison was done to test whether the
observed 95% confidence interval of mean difference differs from the value 0.0 mm,
based on 50 planks. Testing was done on the hypothesis of (H0: |Warp100|-

|Warp50|= 0.0) and (Ha: |Warp100|- |Warp50| ≠ 0.0). The value within brackets

states the probability of generating larger differences than the observed values by
chance alone.

Differences in Warp between Studs
from Logs of Grade III
Bow  (mm) Spring (mm) Twist (mm)

Mean 95% Conf. int 0.5±0.9 -1.4±1.1 0.6±0.6
Standard Deviation 3.1 3.6 2.37
Signif. Diff No (0.22) Yes (0.01) Yes (0.5)

Table D.6: The difference in the magnitude of warp, in mm, between asymmetrically resawn
studs from logs of quality grade IV. The dimensions of the wall studs were 50 x 50
mm and 50 x 100 mm. A paired comparison was done to test whether the observed
95% confidence interval of the mean difference differs from the value 0.0 mm,
based on 42 planks. Testing was done on the hypothesis of H0: |Warp100|-

|Warp50|=0.0 and Ha|Warp100|-|Warp50|≠0.0. The value within brackets states the

probability of generating larger differences than the observed values by chance
alone.

Differences in Warp between Studs
from Logs of Grade IV

Bow (mm) Spring (mm) Twist (mm)
Mean 95% Conf. int 1.2±0.7 -1.6±1.6 0.6±0.8
Standard Deviation 5.5 4.6 2.6

Signif. Diff No (0.35) Yes (0.02) No (0.20)


